A ROC-like curve that shows incorrect alignmentsas a function of correct alignments, sorted by mapping quality score,for simulated 250bp paired end Illumina reads.
. SNP performance testing calculated from Illumina HumanOmni2.5-8v1 Array Like the GIB call set, NA12878 genotypes from the Illumina HumanOmni2.5-8v1 Array can be used as a high confidence "ground truth" to measure precision, sensitivity, and specificity for variant calling pipelines. Pipeline names are in the format of mapper+variant caller so, for example, "Novoalign3+Samtools" indicates the reads were mapped with Novoalign3 and variants were identified in the resulting read alignments using Samtools. Supplementary Table 4 .Alignment tool performance testing between GCAT chr19 simulations and whole genome simulations from both DWGSIM and ART. For BWA and Bowtie2, the alignment accuracy statistics are compared between GCAT's chr19 simulations (GCAT) and whole genome simulation made with similar parameters in DWGSIM (WGS). Additionally, chr19 and chr21 simulations with the ART simulator (ART and chr21 respectively) [1] were generated using the non-default parameters for read length 100bp (-l 100), 10x coverage (-f 10), 700bp fragment size (-m 700), and 50bp standard deviation (-s 50). Although the performance of the tools on WGS simulations is worse than forchr19, the accuracy of the tools in relation to each other is still the same. Likewise, the ART chr19 simulations produced reads that were more difficult to map than the GCAT chr19 DWGSIM data, but did not change the order of the tools when sorted by performance. The drop in accuracy for alignment of reads from WGS data is likely due to the larger numbers of repetitive regions across the whole genome that might not be well represented in chr19.
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